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1. Introduction

One of the primary goals of establishing the United Nations (UN) was to protect future generations from the scourge of war and to ensure international peace and security. Since its establishment till date, UN has been playing diverse role in ensuring peace by ending conflicts and to that end, it has undertaken different mechanisms. The most common way to ensure peace and security is to deploy UN forces in particular conflicting zones. Such forces are deployed in UN mission under the heading of United Nations Peacekeeping Operations with the help of member States by taking force from its members. The importance of any peacekeeping operation can hardly be overemphasized and has been viewed by some as subsidiary organ of the UN.1 The operations involve complex relationship between contributing States and international organisation respectively. When an internationally unlawful act occurs at the time of an operation, it is difficult to ascertain whether the State or the international organization is to blame.2 Different jurisdictions encountered questions of attribution of UN force. In the case of Attorney General v. Nissan, the House of Lords was questioned in 1969 whether the UK had to pay compensation for acts committed by British personnel participating in the United Nations Peacekeeping Forces in Cyprus (UNFICYP).3 Further, the House of Lords after ten years, in the case of Oberlandesgericht Wien, ruled on a similar claim brought against Austria over the conduct of an Austrian Contingent member operating in the UN Disengagement Observer Force.4 The most crucial case was the recently filed one in the Southern District of New York Court
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where allegation against the UN was brought on the issue of cholera epidemic spreading in Haiti in 2010 by the presence of Nepalese peacekeepers in the United Nations Stabilisation Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH).  

In 2011, the International Law Commission (ILC) came out with the Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organisations (Draft Articles 2011). According to Article 7 of the Draft Articles 2011, the conduct of UN peacekeeping operation will be attributable to the UN if it exercises ‘effective control’ over it in particular time and circumstance. In such case, the lending State will not be responsible. On the other hand, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Behrami and Behrami vs. France, and Saramati vs. France, Germany and Norway case, by referring to the same Article of the Draft Articles 2011 said that a conduct of UN peacekeeping operation will always be attributable to UN if UN exercises ‘ultimate control’ over it. However, ILC rejected the ultimate control test and supported ‘effective control’ for attributing conduct of UN peacekeeping operation to UN under Article 7 of Draft Articles 2011.

Another way is to look into the possibility of multiple or dual attribution under Article 7 of the Draft Articles 2011. The question arises because the commentary to the Draft Articles 2011 included a discourse on the possibility of dual or multiple attribution, despite the fact that courts have typically applied ‘single attribution’ and have not addressed ‘multiple attribution’ of the same action to different actors. Scholars have diverse views on multiple attributions. Some believe that multiple attributions are possible others reiterate that such attributions do not emerge in the present form of article 7 of the Draft Articles 2011.

In the deployment of troops in peacekeeping operations many legal substantial questions arise, including, where will the jurisdiction lie if the deployed forces commit crime or who will be responsible for commission of crime by these forces. Is it the sending States or the UN? In this backdrop, this paper attempts to focus on international law discourse regarding the responsibility of the UN and the troops
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sending States in the event of peacekeeping operations. This paper analyses different dimensions involved in the operation in terms of the participation of the UN and the troop sending State. With the introduction in part 1, the subsequent part offers a general overview of UN peacekeeping operation. It discusses about the classification of UN peacekeeping operations and reflects on the control structure in the operation. Part 3 concentrates on the international responsibility arising from the conduct of UN peacekeeping operation. This part analyses the appropriateness of the ‘effective control’ test and the possibility of multiple attributions to different actors involved in peacekeeping operations in light of article 7 of the Draft Articles 2011 while the final part offers a conclusion.

2. The Development Discourse of UN Peacekeeping Operations: An Overview

It was not until the 1956 Suez Crisis that the phrase ‘peacekeeping’ was coined. Before that, the first recognised operation was the UN Truce Supervision Organisation (UNTSO) created by the Security Council in June 1948 which was deployed to monitor and maintain the ceasefire during Arab-Israeli War.\(^{14}\) When Egypt nationalized the Suez Canal, France and the United Kingdom met in secret with Israel and decided to invade Egypt. In such circumstance, restoration of peace and its maintenance was the most significant challenge. The idea of an armed UN peacekeeping force made up of soldiers chosen from Member States through voluntary contributions to secure a buffer zone between the conflicting parties was conceived by Lester Bowles Pearson, Canada’s foreign minister.\(^{15}\)

In 1960s and 1970s, the UN established short-term missions in the Dominican Republic, West New Guinea (West Irian) and Yemen. Later on, UN started longer term deployments in Cyprus, the Middle East and Lebanon. Since 1948, UN Peacekeepers have undertaken around 68 Field missions. Till date, there are approximately 96,877 personnel serving on 15 peace operations in four continents led by the UN Department of Peace Keeping Operation (DPKO). Since 1999, there has been a nine-fold growth. The United Nations has received military and police troops from 120 countries. More than 82,127 troops and military observers are currently serving, with approximately 12,930 police officers.\(^{16}\)

Peacekeeping operation is different from peace enforcement operation. Enforcement operation is nonconsensual whereas peacekeeping operation is consensual.\(^{17}\) Peace enforcement operations which are authorised by the UN Security
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Council and conducted by coalition of states or regional organisations, the relationship between UN and the conduct of the mission is more tenuous compare to generally attribute conduct of the UN missions. In such operations, the United Nations serves largely as a legitimizing authority by establishing a legal foundation for the operation and determining the overarching objectives through a broad mandate. At both the operational and tactical levels, the mission is entrusted to regional organizations and/or participant states. As a result, attributing action of either the designated regional organization or participating States to the UN only on the basis of the supply of a legal foundation for operation in the form of a mandate does not correspond to the reality of decision-making or command control.\textsuperscript{18}

Generally, peacekeeping operation is formed by the Security Council with the adoption of a Resolution. The Council makes this decision after receiving a report from the Secretary-General explaining the proposed mission's mandate, functions, composition, and deployment. In exceptional circumstances, the General Assembly also contributes in the formation of the operation.\textsuperscript{19}

Although UN Charter makes no reference to peacekeeping operation, the legal basis of these operations are chapters VI and VII of the UN Charter.\textsuperscript{20} The peacekeeping bodies have the status, privileges, and immunities guaranteed by Article 105 of the UN Charter and the 1946 United Nations Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations. The General Assembly Resolution 76(I) of 7 December 1946, which approved certain privileges and immunities, provides further protection.\textsuperscript{21} The UN Legal Counsel affirmed in 1995 that military troops from sending countries enjoy privileges and immunities under customary law. Civilian contractors, on the other hand, are not granted such privileges, even if they are designated as "experts on mission," which refers to people assigned to undertake certain activities or tasks for the UN but excludes commercial functions.\textsuperscript{22}

All UN peacekeeping operations rely on the voluntary commitment of troops and equipment by participating member states, who delegate aspects of power and control to the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) for the duration of the post-conflict Bosnia (SFOR and IFOR), Kosovo (KFOR), Iraq (MNFI), and the post-invasion phase in Afghanistan (ISAF), all of which were carried out under UN mandate by regional organizations or arrangements, or coalitions of States acting under the overall authority of the Security Council. See, Terry D. Gill, ‘Legal Aspects of the Transfer of Authority in UN Peace Operations’ 42 Netherlands Yearbook of International Law (2011).
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\textsuperscript{20} Chapter VI relates peaceful settlement of dispute and conflict resolution while chapter VII related with the Security Council’s power and authority for purpose of maintenance of peace and security.
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operation. Examples of peacekeeping operations include operations in Congo (MONUSCO), Ivory Coast (UNOCI), Haiti (MINUSTAH) etc. The operation's mandate is normally carried out impartially and in recognition of the United Nations' unique and principal role in maintaining world peace and encouraging conflict resolution. For the period of their engagement in the operation, the States providing forces to a specific mission hand over a portion of their control over the troops and other established formations to the UN.

The common practice is that through a formal agreement or a memorandum of understanding, all or part of the operational level command or control is transferred to UN secretary general (UNSG) acting through the under secretary general of peacekeeping operation who is in charge of DPKO. This usually entails, placing the committed forces of the mission under certain degree of UN command, while leaving the remainder to the state, which includes the right to withdraw from the mission, exclusive criminal jurisdiction over the committed forces, and the management of discipline within the contributed forces. In operations, the normal practice is that the Troops Contributing Country (TCC) appoints a contingent commander to exercise tactical command and control over the contingent for the operation and will act as representative in the field. The UN force commander exercises operational level command/control over the forces as a whole and can assign specific operational task and mission to their respective contingents making up the force for fulfillment of the mission objectives.

Before looking into the responsibility aspect, it is pertinent to refer the dynamics of command and control structure in the peacekeeping operation. The authority vested in particular persons (or bodies) to direct the actions and exercise authority over the armed forces is referred to as command and control. For the purpose of direction, coordination and control of military forces, command is generally conducted by a specific member of the armed forces functioning under the duties and overall direction of the competent national or international governmental or administrative authority. Control refers to a commander's control over a portion of the activities of subordinate organizations or other organizations that are not ordinarily under his command, including the duty for carrying out instructions or directives to achieve certain goals. Full command implies the totalities of the command authority
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and covers all aspect of organisation and direction of forces and is only possessed and exercised at national level. Within the context of UN (mandated) operations, certain elements of command authorities are normally delegated for specific purpose for the duration of the operation.\textsuperscript{28} The TCC always retains full command. Full commands also include strategic command. Although the UN Security Council decides mandate for the operation but considerable influence in formation of mandate is exercised by the TCCs.\textsuperscript{29} Operational command (OPCOM) is vested in an individual or a body to delegate elements of the operational or tactical level command (TACOM) or control to subordinate commanders, to deploy within the area of operations, to detain or delegate elements of the operational or tactical level command (TACOM), or to detain or delegate elements of the operational or tactical level command (TACOM). The commander at the operational level deploys and employs forces to pursue and achieve the overall strategic objective of the operation as a whole, bridging the gap between strategy and tactics.\textsuperscript{30}

3. Responsibility Determination under International Law

In order to trigger attribution, tracing the chain of how the peacekeeping operations function in the field is pivotal. The UN peacekeeping force's chain of command is more complicated than it appears. The UN force commander has operational control over the national contingents. However, they are not under UN command.\textsuperscript{31} The reason is that orders and instructions of the force commander must be transmitted to the contingent through the national contingent commander and the later one is appointed by the sending State.\textsuperscript{32} As a result, the sending State can exert influence over its contingent through the national contingent commander, deciding whether or not to concur with or disobey the UN force commander's commands to its contingent.\textsuperscript{33} It is pertinent to clarify that among the UN, host country and troop sending State, the role of host State is minimal. According to state practice, there has never been a criminal case in which a host State claimed criminal jurisdiction over a member of a sending State's visiting forces, unless such authority was allowed under exceptional circumstances by a treaty between those States.\textsuperscript{34}
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It's vital to remember that immunity does not grant impunity to military or civilian members of a sending country's or international organization's troops. It also does not limit the accountability of that State or international organization. Immunity has only one application in this context; it prevents the host state from taking direct action against members of a visiting force, while the sending state and/or international organization are held liable. The accountability of international organisation is an admitted fact in international law. It states that a breach of an international obligation attributable to the international organisations entails the responsibility of that organisations and its liability for compensation is widely accepted. Thus, the UN secretariat has stated:

As a subsidiary organ of the United Nations, an act of a peacekeeping force is in principle imputable to the organisation and if committed in violation of international obligations entails the international responsibility of the organisation and its liability in compensation.

3.1. Attribution to UN and Sending State

The Draft Model Status of Forces Agreement 1990 between the United Nations and host countries, in article 15, envisages that the United Nations peacekeeping operation enjoys the status, privileges, and immunities of the United Nations. In relation to this, Article 6 of the Draft Articles 2011 stipulates that the conduct of an organ or agent of an international organization in the performance of functions of that organ or agent shall be considered an act of that organization under international law, regardless of the position the organ or agent holds in respect of the organization. The peacekeeping operation as a whole is subject to the Secretary General's direction and control, which is overseen by the Security Council or the General Assembly, depending on the case. The nature of the peacekeeping operation can be understood by examining the distribution of power between the UN and troop-contributing states. Normally, the UN has operational command of the forces, while troop-contributing countries retain disciplinary and criminal jurisdiction over the forces, as well as the
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ability to withdraw troops. Based on the circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that certain actions are the responsibility of the organization rather than the contributing State.\(^{42}\)

In spite of holding the status as UN organs, national contingents continue to function as organs of their respective states and are not subject to the UN's sole authority. In the Nissan case, Lord Morris of Borth-y-Gest observed in the House of Lords judgment that "though national contingents were under the authority of the United Nations and subject to the instructions of the commander, the troops as members of the force remained in their national service." As a result, the British soldiers remained Her Majesty's soldiers.\(^{43}\) According to the Secretary General's report, the UN has operational command over UN peacekeeping forces, but some important command functions (such as the exercise of disciplinary powers and criminal jurisdiction over the forces, and the power to withdraw troops and discontinue their participation in the mission) "remain within the purview of their national authorities."\(^{44}\) Again, if a state interferes with the UN's operational control, the behavior is to be attributed to the state.\(^{45}\)

The solution is different in the case of a peacekeeping operation carried out directly by the UN under the DPKO. In such operations, the UN not only provides the mandate for the operation, but also exercises de jure OPCOM and/or control over the operation. In such case, also the factual circumstance will determine whether the conduct attributed in fact done under the effective control of the UN. If the act in question was not done under control of UN, the TCC will be liable for such acts on the basis of articles 4 and 8 of Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (Draft Articles 2001).\(^{46}\) The effective control test is also helpful to determine the attribution of conduct in case of ‘dual’ or 'multiple operation’ and also will be helpful to decide the joint liability in case of multiple attribution.
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\(^{46}\) According to Article 4 (1), the conduct of any State organ is considered an act of that State under international law, regardless of whether the organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial, or any other functions, whatever position it holds in the State's organization, and whatever its character as an organ of the central Government or of a territorial unit of the State. According to article 4 (2), an organ is any person or thing that has that status under the laws of the State. According to Article 8, the behavior of a person or group of people is deemed an act of a State under international law if the person or group of people is acting on the orders of, or under the direction or control of, that State.
3.2. From Effective Control to Ultimate Control

In 2001, ILC adopted Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts. However, these articles do not cover the responsibility of international organisations or of a State for the conduct of the international organisation. Article 57 of the Draft Articles 2001 says that State responsibility shall be without prejudice to the responsibility of international organisation or of state for the conduct of international organisation. Commentary on this article provides that these subject matters require separate treatment. As a result, and considering the importance of the topics for responsibility of international organisation, ILC adopted Draft Articles 2011. The Draft Articles 2011 almost follows the same principles and approaches of treatment of subject matter as in case of Draft Articles 2001. However, these articles also keep into account the specialty of international organisation.

Article 1 of the Draft Articles 2011 lays down the scope and limit of international responsibility of international organisation. Articles 3, 4 and 5 declare general principles. Article 3 says that every internationally wrongful act of international organisation entails international responsibility of that organisation. According to Article 4, an international wrongful act occurs when the conduct consists of an action or omission that is traceable to the international organization under international law and represents a breach of international responsibility. It has been agreed that UN peacekeeping missions constitute UN subsidiary organs. Article 7 of the Draft Article 2011 states that a peacekeeping force's act can only be attributed to the UN if it has effective control over it at the time of the performance of a given operation. The following is the text of Article 7:

The conduct of an organ of a State or an organ or agent of an international organisation that is placed at the disposal of another international organisation shall be considered under international law an act of the latter organisation if the organisation exercises effective control over that conduct.

The ILC Draft Articles 2011 follow the test of effective control in case of organ placed at the disposal of international organisation. The effective control test is also necessary to attribute a conduct of UN peacekeeping operation to the UN. The same is the view of the UN Secretary General in case of joint operation.47 According to the Commentary on the Draft Articles 2011, the UN insists on claiming sole command and control over peacekeeping forces for the purpose of military effectiveness. The attribution of behavior should be based on factual criteria as well.48
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It is important to note that effective control test has not been universally applied despite widespread support. Most notably, in its decision in the Behrami\(^{49}\) and Saramati\(^{50}\) cases, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) used the "ultimate control approach." While the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) used an "overall control standard" in its decision in the Tadić case, it was in a somewhat different context.\(^{51}\) The ECtHR followed the ultimate control test in subsequent cases. In Kasumaj \textit{vs.} Greece\(^{52}\) and Gejic \textit{vs.} Germany,\(^{53}\) the ECtHR reiterated its view concerning the attribution to the UN of conduct taken by national contingency allocated to KFOR.

### 3.3. Shifting to Effective Control

The ultimate control test however, has not been accepted by the ILC. When applying the criteria of effective control, the commentary observes that ‘operational control' appears to be more significant than ‘ultimate control,' as the latter hardly implies a role in the act in question. As a result, it is not surprising that in his June 2008 report on the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo, the United Nations Secretary General distanced himself from the ‘ultimate command and control' criteria and stated that the United Nations' international responsibility will be limited to the extent of its ‘effective operational control.'\(^{54}\) However, the House of Lords majority decision in the Al-Jedda case, while following the same line as \textit{Behrami} and \textit{Saramati} but distinguishing the facts of the case, came to the conclusion that it could not realistically be said that US and UK forces were under such command and control of UN when they detained the appellant.\(^{55}\)

Mr. Al-Jedda filed an application with the ECtHR following the House of Lords' decision. In Al-Jedda \textit{vs.} UK, the Court cited several texts concerning attribution, including the article (identical to the current article 7) that the Commission had adopted at first reading and some paragraphs of the commentary, the Court considered that the UN Security Council had neither effective control nor ultimate authority over the acts and omissions of foreign troops within the multilateral framework.\(^{56}\)
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The issue of attribution was also addressed in the District Court of Hague's and Court of Appeal's decisions regarding the attribution of the conduct of the Dutch contingent in the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in relation to the Srebrenica massacre. The Court of Appeal applied the criteria of “effective control” to the circumstance of the case. The Court reached to the conclusion that the respondent State was responsible for its involvement in the events at Srebrenica.

Thus, from the House of Lords’ decision in the Al-Jedda and subsequent decision of ECtHR on same issue makes it clear that ‘effective control’ test is the viable test to attribute the conduct of UN peacekeeping force to United Nations. Draft Articles 2011 in its commentary also support the effective control test. Beside that UN also supports the effective operational control test. Majority of commentators, the courts’ opinions as well as UN view is in favour of ‘effective control’ test for attribution of conduct of peacekeeping operation. There are compelling reasons to believe that the effective control approach is the most logical and reasonable standard for attribution of conduct in multinational peace operations. It is more in line with the realities of such operations and leaves less room for accountability gaps.

3.4. Determining Multiple Attribution/Joint attribution

Joint attribution is a possibility in situations where both the UN and the contributing State formally exercised their authority over the contingent and the disputed conduct was the result of instructions mutually agreed by the UN and the State. According to some commentators, article 7 of the Draft Articles 2011 admits single attribution through ‘effective control’ test. It offers single effective command control where the attribution would be either to the UN or to the TCCs by the same conduct. They claim that article 7 of the Draft Articles does not reflect the actual practice of control structure in UN peacekeeping operation. Instead of claiming the command control, UN is approaching operational control basis responsibility. Even on operational command or control, there is no single effective operational command. In practice, the UN force commander decides operational command only after consulting the
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contingent commanders who in turn take instruction from TCCs. In such situation, there is possibility of joint control leading to multiple attributions i.e., the UN and TCCs.  

The commentary to the Draft Article 2011 did not exclude dual and multiple attribution of conduct. It points out that attribution of a conduct to an international organisation does not wither away attribution of the same to a State. Similarly, the attribution to a state does not exclude possibility of attribution to an international organisation if it were involved. The commentary reflects that any conduct can simultaneously be attributed to two or more international organizations. Such can happen when they establish a joint organ and act through that organ. Although in most of the cases, single attribution theory has been followed, but in no case, the courts have ever expressly doubted about the possibility of multiple attribution. According to the Draft Articles 2011 commentary, although it may not occur frequently in practice, dual or even multiple attribution of conduct cannot be ruled out. Commentators do not deny the possibility of dual attribution as per the criterion of attribution set forth in Article 7.

Profoundly, Special Rapporteur Giorgio Gaja acknowledged that ‘dual attribution of certain conducts’ cannot be ruled out. The observation of the Dutch Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of the Netherlands in the Nuhanović case is remarkable in the context of simultaneously attributing to the sending State and to the UN. It is widely accepted that more than one party may have ‘effective control.’ It is not impossible that the application of this criterion will result in the possibility of attribution to more than one party. Article 17, para 2 of the Articles on Responsibility of International Organisations 2011 provides that an organisation has to bear responsibility under specific conditions for authorising a State to commit an act that would be wrongful for that organisation.

Thus, authorisation by Security Council, for example, to troops of multinational operation to take extrajudicial detention measures while deviating the basic requirements of human rights law or international humanitarian law will trigger the
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responsibility of UN as well.\textsuperscript{69} It has been argued that the possibility of joint responsibility under such situations should assist the affected individuals to obtain reparation. But the scanty of effective means of redress against international organisations renders the case extremely unlikely.\textsuperscript{70}

In practice, complaints are not forwarded against the UN for several reasons. First, the UN will not accept responsibility or provide compensation for acts not carried out under its direct authority. Second, unlike States, UN is not party to any human rights conventions nor subject to the jurisdiction of any regional or domestic court. Thus, the possibility of providing remedy by the UN is rhetoric for unlawful conduct in context of UN mandated operations where regional organisations or groups of States are involved. The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) concluded in the \textit{Behrami/Saramati} instances that conduct allegedly in violation of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) were not attributable to the State party to the ECHR and that the UN was not subject to its jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{71} Had the Court applied the effective operational control approach, the States party to ECHR would have been legally accountable as the conduct would have been attributable to them rather than UN, on the basis of cumulative effect of Article 4 and 8 of the Draft Articles 2001.

4. Conclusion

The UN peacekeeping operation has evolved into one of the most important weapons for establishing and maintaining peace. There have been many operations deployed in the conflicting parts which successively helped in bringing peace. The issue of determining responsibility is a key issue at the international level in order to comply with international law. Despite the fact that the UN Force Agreement with States hosting peacekeeping operations stipulates that any dispute or claim of a private law nature to which the UN peacekeeping operation is a party be resolved by a standing claims commission, no such commissions have been established in practice.\textsuperscript{72} Another challenge in the peacekeeping operations is regulatory clarity. Uncertainty in the interpretation of various rules can obstruct the successful fulfillment of the
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mandate, so it's critical to avoid it. Although the UN Safety Convention 1994 and its 2005 Optional Protocol focuses on criminal provisions for the prosecution of individual perpetrators, issues of State responsibility and the responsibility of the UN and other international organisations are not sufficiently addressed. The extent of applicability in strong forms of peace operations is ambiguous, and unfortunately, even when authorized by the Security Council, peace operations conducted by States or regional organizations are not explicitly covered. As a result, the instruments should be rewritten to address the shortcomings while also encouraging ratification by states.

Prior to any operation, the responsibility of the state and international organizations should be clearly defined mentioning the procedures for resolving any allegations for improper acts made by peacekeepers. Transparent procedures and appropriate forms of judicial control are essential in such a settlement forum. International organizations, for their part, should play an active and prompt role in making reparations for wrongdoings that come within their responsibility. It was declared by majority judges in the ECtHR in Behrami/Saramati case that ‘the UN is in principle responsible, but this regional court is unable to command the UN to comply with its judgment’. Thus, available forum and procedural facility to deal with such situation is imminent.

In terms of responsibility under international law, the authors opine that multiple attributions, as are not prohibited, should be explicitly recognised for prospective situations. The ‘effective control' test will be useful in determining whether an act was carried out under joint control or single control on a factual basis, allowing the UN and TCCs to be attributed to the conduct jointly or individually. The ‘effective control' approach has the advantage of increasing the likelihood of fixing multiple attributions, lowering the chance of any actor escaping accountability for a wrongful conduct when they are proved to have exercised ‘effective control'.
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